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Abstract
This paper presents the submission by Global
Tone Communication Co., Ltd. and Dalian
Univeristy of Technology for the WMT23
shared general Machine Translation (MT) task
at the Conference on Empirical Methods in
Natural Language Processing (EMNLP). Our
participation spans 8 language pairs, includ-
ing English-Ukrainian, Ukrainian-English,
Czech-Ukrainian, English-Hebrew, Hebrew-
English, English-Czech, German-English, and
Japanese-English. Our systems are designed
without any specific constraints or require-
ments, allowing us to explore a wider range of
possibilities in machine translation. We priori-
tize backtranslation, utilize multilingual trans-
lation models, and employ fine-tuning strate-
gies to enhance performance. Additionally,
we propose a novel data generation method
that leverages human annotation to generate
high-quality training data, resulting in im-
proved system performance. Specifically, we
use a combination of human-generated and
machine-generated data to fine-tune our mod-
els, leading to more accurate translations. The
automatic evaluation results show that our sys-
tem ranks first in terms of BLEU score in
Ukrainian-English, Hebrew-English, English-
Hebrew, and German-English.

1 Introduction

In this study, we utilize fairseq (Ott et al., 2019)
as our development tool and adopt the transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) as the primary architecture.
The main ranking index for the submitted systems
is BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), which we also em-
ployed as the evaluation metric for our translation
system using sacreBLEU1, consistent with our ap-
proach from the previous year.

For data preprocessing, we apply punctuation
normalization, tokenization, and Byte Pair En-
coding (BPE)(Sennrich et al., 2015) across all
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1https://github.com/mjpost/sacrebleu

languages. Additionally, we applied a truecase
model for English, Ukrainian and Czech, tailored
to the specific characteristics of each language. In
terms of tokenization, we utilized polyglot2 for
Ukrainian and Hebrew, and Moses tokenizer.perl
(Koehn et al., 2007) for English and Czech. More-
over, we incorporated knowledge-based rules and
a language model to clean parallel data, monolin-
gual data, and synthetic data.

For the multilingual translation model, we amal-
gamated all languages into a single model and sup-
plemented it with an English to Russian parallel
corpus to enrich the language information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 introduces the translation task
and presents statistics of the dataset. Section 3
describes our baseline systems and the proposed
multilingual translation model. The data selec-
tion method is elaborated in Section 4. Section 5
presents experiments conducted on all translation
directions, covering data filtering, model archi-
tectures, back-translation, joint training strategies,
adaptations of the multilingual model, fine-tuning,
data selection, and ensemble decoding. Section 6
analyzes the results, providing insights into the ef-
ficacy of different techniques. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper.

2 Task Description

The task at hand focuses on bilingual text trans-
lation, with the provided data detailed in Table
1, which includes both parallel and monolingual
data. For the English-Ukrainian and Ukrainian-
English directions, the primary sources of paral-
lel data are ParaCrawl v9 (Bañón et al., 2020),
WikiMatrix (Schwenk et al., 2019), the Tilde
MODEL corpus (Rozis and Skadin, š, 2017), and
OPUS (Tiedemann, 2012). For the Ukrainian-
Czech direction, the main parallel data comes

2https://github.com/aboSamoor/polyglot
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language number of sentences
en-he parallel data 26.5M
en-uk parallel data 33.8M
cs-uk parallel data 6.5M
en-ru parallel data 165M
en monolingual data 90M
uk monolingual data 14M
cs monolingual data 53M
he monolingual data 5.4M
en-uk development set 1012
en-he development set 1012
cs-uk development set 1012
en-ru development set 2002
en-cs development set 1997

Table 1: Task Description

from WikiMatrix, ELRC, and OPUS. In the case
of Hebrew-English and English-Hebrew, the par-
allel data is primarily sourced from WikiMatrix
and OPUS. For English-Czech, the data sources
include Europarl V10, ParaCrawl V9, Common
Crawl corpus, News Commentary v18.1, CzEng
2.0 (Kocmi et al., 2020), Tilde MODEL corpus,
WikiMatrix, and OPUS. For English-Russian, the
sources are ParaCrawl v9, Common Crawl corpus,
News Commentary v18.1, Yandex Corpus, UN
Parallel Corpus V1.0(Ziemski et al., 2016), Tilde
MODEL corpus, and WikiMatrix. The monolin-
gual data utilized includes: News Crawl (Kocmi
et al., 2022) in English, Ukrainian, and Czech;
Leipzig Corpora (Goldhahn et al., 2012) in He-
brew, Ukrainian, and Czech; News discussions
in English; News Commentary in Czech and En-
glish; and Legal Ukrainian. We used the provided
development set from newstest2019 for English-
Czech, newstest2020 for English-Russian, and the
FLoRes101 (NLLB Team, 2022) dataset for the re-
maining directions.

3 Billingual Baseline Model and
Multilingual Translation Model

Bilingual Baseline Model and Multilingual Trans-
lation Model: To establish a robust baseline for
comparison with our multilingual model, we em-
ployed the transformer_wmt_en_de as our Bilin-
gual baseline model, which consists of 12 en-
coding and 12 decoding layers. The multilin-
gual translation model closely mirrors the GT-
COM2022 (Zong and Bei, 2022) model, but this
year, the focus is on the X to X model. To achieve

superior translation quality, we incorporated Rus-
sian as the primary auxiliary language due to its
high similarity with Ukrainian. We trained a sin-
gle multilingual model that encompasses all direc-
tions. For all languages in the multilingual model,
we applied joint Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) sepa-
rately.

4 Data Selection

We use source test sets to train a text classification
model with RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). Specif-
ically, we use the in-domain test set as positive
examples, and another same mount of sentence
pairs from the out-of-domain test set as negative
examples. We fine-tuned RoBERTa on this labeled
dataset to obtain a binary classifier, which can ef-
fectively distinguish between in-domain and out-
of-domain data. We then utilized this classifier to
select domain-specific training data from the gen-
eral training corpus. The selected in-domain train-
ing data was used to fine-tune the multilingual neu-
ral machine translation model.

We also experimented with an alternative data
selection approach based on prompt learning. We
constructed a prompt template and leveraged the
generative power of ChatGLM-6B (Zeng et al.,
2022; Du et al., 2022) to obtain an domain clas-
sifier via p-tuning (Liu et al., 2021). The prompt
template is displayed in Table 2. Specifically,
we extract 1,600 sentences from development set
which belong to news, social, e-commerce or con-
versation domain. We manually select 400 sen-
tences from training set that do not belong to do-
mains above or are of poor quality, considering
them as other domain. We then used these 2,000 la-
beled examples to guide the p-tuning of ChatGLM-
6B. The resulting prompt-based classifier can ef-
fectively differentiate domains of training data.
We consider sentences with predicted labels of
"News", "Social", "E-commerce" and "Conversa-
tion" as in-domain data, and sentences with pre-
dicted labels of "Other" as out-of-domain data.

5 Experiment

This section outlines the step-by-step experiments
we conducted, with the entire workflow depicted
in Figure 1.

• Data Filtering: The data filtering methods
largely replicate those we employed last year,
encompassing human rules, language mod-
els, and repeat cleaning.
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Instructions

Please determine the domain to which the given sentence belongs based on the
following criteria.
1. Sentence Correctness: If the sentence is incomplete, incoherent, or grammatically
incorrect, label it as "Other" domain. If the sentence is complete, fluent, and
grammatically correct, proceed to the next step.
2. Domain Identification: Analyze the content of the sentence to identify the possible
domain it belongs to. Consider the following domains: News, Social, E-commerce,
Conversation, and Other. If the sentence shows clear indications of being from a
specific domain, label it accordingly, otherwise label it as "Other" domain.
Please label the sentence with the appropriate domain:
- If the sentence is from the News domain, label it as "News".
- If the sentence is from the Social domain, label it as "Social".
- If the sentence is from the E-commerce domain, label it as "E-commerce".
- If the sentence is from the Conversation domain, label it as "Conversation".
- If the sentence does not fit any specific domain or is incorrect, label it as "Other".

Sentence Sunday Best: Enter 1880s New York in HBO’s "The Gilded Age"
Domain News

Table 2: Prompt Template. We construct a prompt template <Instructions><Sentence><Label> for ChatGLM-6B
p-tuning. Model is asked to label the <Sentence> with the appropriate domain according to <Instructions>. For
each language pair in Table 1, we extract 1600 English sentences from development set and label them with given
domain. Manually select 400 sentence from the training set that do not belong to specific domain or are of poor
quality, and considered them as other domain. By filling <Sentence> and <Domain> with sentences above and
corresponding domain, labeled samples for p-tuning can be construct.

• Baseline: We constructed our baseline using
the transformer big architecture, which con-
sists of 12 encoder layers and 12 decoder lay-
ers.

• Back-translation: We utilized the best trans-
lation model to translate the target sentence
to the source side, and cleaned synthetic data
with a language model. Here, we trans-
lated each language pair included in the mul-
tilingual translation model. We mixed the
cleaned back-translation data and parallel
sentences and trained the multilingual trans-
lation model.

• Joint training: We repeated the back-
translation step using the best model until no
further improvement was observed.

• Multilingual translation model: We trained
a single model for all directions, with each
direction having joint BPE and a shared vo-
cabulary. The multilingual translation model
comprises 24 encoder layers and 24 decoder
layers, using the transformer big architecture.

• Fine-tuning: We fine-tuned the multilingual
translation model for each direction and bi-

direction separately. For instance, we fine-
tuned uk2cs on the multilingual translation
model and fine-tuned uk2cs and cs2uk on the
multilingual translation model for Ukrainian
to Czech separately.

• Data selection: We use model from section
Data Selection to select domain-specific train-
ing dataset and fine-tune it on the multilin-
gual translation model.

• Ensemble Decoding: We employed the
GMSE Algorithm (Deng et al., 2018) to se-
lect models to achieve optimal performance.

6 Result and Analysis

Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 show the BLEU
score we evaluated on development set for En-
glish to/from Ukrainian, Czech to Ukrainian, En-
glish to Czech and English to/from Hebrew re-
spectively. As shown in the above table, back-
translation is still the best data augmentation mea-
sure to improve translation quality from the data
aspect. Multilingual translation model also show
solid improvement in all five directions. As Chat-
GLM only supports Chinese and English, we only
perform data selection with prompt learning in
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Figure 1: The work flow of GTCOM machine translation competition systems

model en2uk uk2en
baseline 34.11 40.99
+ back translation 34.64 41.11
multilingual translation model 34.05 40.97
+ back translation 35.01 41.96
+ bilingual fine-tuning 35.02 42.28
+ single fine-tuning 35.07 42.36
ensemble decoding 35.7 42.48

Table 3: The BLEU score between English and
Ukrainian.

model en2cs cs2uk
baseline 28.4 23.73
+ back translation 28.61 25.45
multilingual translation model 28.29 26.05
+ back translation 28.88 27.02
+ bilingual fine-tuning 29 27.43
+ single fine-tuning 29.01 27.41
ensemble decoding 29.31 27.88

Table 4: The BLEU score of Czech to Ukrainian and
English to Czech.

English-sourced language pairs. As shown in Ta-
ble 6, our prompt learning strategy is still able to
improve the BLEU score even after applying all
other approaches. Regarding German to English
and Japanese to English directions, we generate
the task translations using our online system with-
out any specific tuning.

We have noticed a significant improvement, par-
ticularly in the low-resource direction of Czech to
Ukrainian, when we added Russian (which is a lan-
guage closely related to Ukrainian) to the multilin-
gual corpus.

model en2he he2en
baseline 34.71 45.66
+ back translation 34.8 47.06
multilingual translation model 34.52 46.74
+ back translation 35.8 46.92
+ bilingual fine-tuning 36.07 47.05
+ single fine-tuning 35.98 47.01
ensemble decoding 36.38 47.55

Table 5: The BLEU score of Czech to Ukrainian and
English to Czech.

Direction BLEU BLEU w/o DS
en-uk 27.5 26.0
en-cs 42.3 41.1
en-he 37.2 34.6

Table 6: The final online automatic evaluation BLEU
with/without prompt learning in data selection.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents GTCOM and DLUT’s neu-
ral machine translation systems for the WMT23
shared general MT task. We applied three major
techniques to enhance translation quality: back-
translation, a multilingual translation model, and
fine-tuning with data selection. By employing
these techniques, we achieved significant improve-
ments in automatic evaluation metrics, as demon-
strated in Table 7.
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Direction BLEU
en-uk 27.5
uk-en 46.4
cs-uk 29.8
en-cs 42.3
en-he 37.2
he-en 59.2
de-en 42.2
ja-en 22.3

Table 7: The final online automatic evaluation result.
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